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Triangulation – Aligning the right model
Based on our extensive experience, controlling and managing data for Intraday Liquidity can be summarised by 
3 key data areas; Trade Capture, Settlement (internal) and Real world (External).

Triangulation 

Real World (Point of Truth)
Reconcile real time the external status with the 

internal representation including accurate timings to 
allow clear reporting and transparency back to 

business around liquidity profile / usage and cost

Trade Capture
Ownership by the business to understand booking 

models and agree transformation policy and 
procedures to ensure accurate capture of trading 

activity at book and entity level. 

Settlement (Internally)
Create the ability to connect the settlement data 

back to trade level entries that can provide accurate 
traceability but also fair representation on business 

where netting / aggregation takes place

Affirmation

Confirmation

Cash and Security 
movements

Compression

Netting / 
Aggregation

Trade Capture

Settlement Real World

Control
Data across the organisation is transformed and changed for 

multiple reasons at various points of the end to end process. This 
has created challenges for organisations to be able to effectively 

track and trace the true drivers of liquidity and meet the required 
regulation to provide transparency as to the business owners of 

liquidity movements.
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Current Model for Intraday Liquidity
Currently the information flow is within silo and isolated, this creates different sources and flows that creates 
inefficiency and lack true traceability and control.

Asset 
Class 

Products Services Offerings

Silo 
Optimisation

Silo 
Optimisation

Silo 
Optimisation

Silo 
Optimisation

Front Office Liquidity Risk: enforce policy and provide 
independent oversight 

Liquidity Management: Provide holistic 
management to business
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Intraday Liquidity Management: 
Manages Intraday liquidity reporting and 

monitoring

Back Office

Asset 
Class Products Services Offerings

Funds Transfer Pricing

Funding Limits / Planning

Central Funding

Settlement limits and plans

Intraday Liquidity Management: Cash 
and liquidity active management

External Fails data

External Liquidity Data 
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Ultimate Funding Optimisation
The future model needs to align all data elements to ensure transparency and control to manage, monitor and 
report the end to end liquidity of the organisation, allocating costs and controlling policy.

Asset Class 

Products Services

Offerings

Asset Class 
Products Services

Offerings

Silo Optimisation

Silo Optimisation Silo Optimisation

Silo Optimisation

Optimal Liquidity: Across all Asset Class and Products using 
internal Inventory and external data points

Front Office

Back Office

External Liquidity Data 

Internal Position with external liquidity data

External Fails data

Actual Internal position data

Liquidity Risk: enforce policy 
and provide independent 

oversight 

Liquidity Management: 
Provide holistic 

management to business
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Optimisation Opportunities 
The cost of suboptimal intraday liquidity management can be high due to additional buffer needs to mitigate risk 
and ensure sufficient pool available to meet BAU and stressed requirements

1. Measuring active management needs
The Intraday Buffer is calculated using historical data plotting the average amount of intraday liquidity needed to perform day to day 
activities, this forms the Intraday Liquidity Requirement

2. Calculating retrospective management needs
To ensure that under stress the buffer requirement is sufficient, stress testing for specific market and idiosyncratic scenarios 
determine what the stressed Intraday liquidity requirement would be.

3. Sizing add-on requirements
The accuracy of the information used to calibrate the buffer, overlaid with the current capabilities to actively monitoring and 
management will then determine the additional requirement added

Infrastructure ChangeProcess improvement change

1

2

3

3

1

2

Portion of save 
used as 

investment into 
infrastructure 

3

FOCUS

Intraday Liquidity Buffer Requirements
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Optimization: Payment Control
Controlling size and timing cash payment outflows is an important part of Active Intraday Liquidity Management

Lack of Payment Control 
and management to 
policy

1

2

Controlled 
payment flow in 
line with policy

Active Management 

With lack of control and adherence to 
policy the Intraday Liquidity 
Requirement finds its level based on 
activity and hard stop limits (e.g. 
credit facilities, STP KPIs)

Optimisation Opportunities
Ensuring payment outflows adhere to 
policy that considers impact on 
intraday buffer can result in a 
reduced Intraday Liquidity 
Requirement that will remain within 
the tolerance profile.  This will also 
realise a reduction in retrospective 
management/stressed scenario 
needs*

Current State

Post Optimisation

Reduction Opportunity 

Secondary impact*

Primary impact
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Optimisation: Training and Policy
Beyond cash payment management there are other operational processes that would create optimisation 
opportunities once consistent training and policy are applied

1

2

Reduction Opportunity 

Secondary impact*

Primary impact

* See slide 9 for further details

• Key areas of focus include:

• Limits: Monitoring limits and managing escalations and remediation activities in coordination within the 
governance policy

• Daily coordination: Facilitating the pre-positioning and intraday cash and securities movements across 
various FMUs and correspondent banks based on limits.

• Data analytics: Running reporting on historic cash and securities settlement data to identify trends and 
provide an attribution of any variances or otherwise unexpected intraday events. 

• Explain: should be performed by financial market utility (FMU), entity, currency, business line, 
customer/counterparty and product to support balance sheet management, intercompany reporting and 
effective allocation of charges via funds transfer pricing and new product pricing activities

• Forecasting: Similar to data analytics and explain, forecasts should provide an aggregate 
view of cash and security settlements by different views (e.g., FMU, entity, etc.). 

• Reporting and metrics: Producing planned and ad-hoc reporting in coordination with lines of business, 
operations, risk and finance

• Reconciliations: Performing reconciliations between cash and security legs of transactions.
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Optimisation - Treasury 
Current Treasury process will look at stress scenarios across a number of assumptions and criteria, in some cases 
they are conservative and not focus on informing the policies set

Stress calculations 
made on assumptions 
and scenarios

1

Refined, robust 
assumptions and 
scenarios 

With over conservative stress scenarios 
and assumptions with added tolerance 
and buffer on buffer situations the 
stressed Intraday liquidity 
requirement can be inflated and 
overstated creating a greater required 
buffer

Reviewing the assumptions and reverse 
testing the scenarios will allow a more 
accurate and substantiated stressed 
Intraday liquidity requirement to be 
calculated with clear and well defined 
rationale 

Current State

Post Optimisation

2

By engaging the Risk committee and 
regulators during the process there is a 
case to reduce the additional 
requirement added on to mitigate risk 
as Active Management, Monitoring
will see improved capabilities 

3

Reduction Opportunity 
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